WTC MACHINERY
WTC Machinery is a global leader in designing and building machinery
and tooling for heavy equipment repair facilities.

AUTO LUBER
Overview
The Auto Luber tests and lubricates the track pin and bushing joints used on
bulldozers, excavators and other crawler equipment.
This lubricator is used with either a 55 gallon or a 15 gallon drum oil reservoir. The reservoir and controls for the Lubricator are mounted on a mobile
cart for portability. A small, light-weight handle attaches to the track chain
allowing the track chains to be tested and lubricated immediately after
assembly.
The one-button Automated Testing Cycle includes Pressure, Vacuum, and Fill
Cycle Tests, with 10 second test vacuum and pressure tests for a thorough
test of the track seals, and an easy to read display shows the progress of the
testing and the results.

Specifications:
Compressed Air Requirements Electrical Requirements Dry Weight:

80 – 120 psi (5,5 – 8,3 Bar) 4.0 scfm (0.06 m3/min)
120VAC 60 Hz 1-Phase - 9.7 Amps
220VAC 50 Hz 1-Phase - 5.5 Amps
300 lbs (136 kg)

23-000 Auto Luber

One (1) A2024 Blunt Needle is included with 23-000 Auto Luber
Additional/Optional Items
A2024
A2679
A3334
A3422

Blunt Needle -normally used for CAT track
Rounded Tip -small diameter normally used on JD and Komatsu track
Sharp Tip - normally used on seals that are self-sealing (Sorefa)
Shaft of needle has two diameters and an open tip

23-038

Optional Metering Handle, used to fill rollers and idlers to precise fluid levels.

For more information, or to request a quote: online: www.wtcmachinery.com • email: sales@wtcmachinery.com
phone: 800-248-8405 (U.S.) • 262-567-3993 (Intl.)

Machinery, LLC Auto Lubricator

SPECIFICATIONS

23-000 Auto Lubricator - Specifications
The WTC Machinery Auto Lubricator is the easy, accurate way to test and lubricate crawler track chains.

DIMENSIONS
Weight (dry) Height -

300 lb (136 kg)
51 in (1,29 m)

Width Length -

24 in (0,61 m)
43 in (1,09 m)

ELECTRICAL
120VAC 60 Hz 1-Phase - 9.7 Amps
220VAC 50 Hz 1-Phase - 5.5 Amps

ELECTRICAL
40 – 120 psi (2,7 – 8,3 Bar)

3

4.0 scfm (0.06 m /min)

CONTROLS
-

Handle is small and light-weight with conveniently located controls
Track chains can be tested and lubricated immediately after assembly
Automated testing cycle includes: pressure, vacuum, and fill cycle tests, with 10 second vacuum
and pressure tests
Works with 55 gallon or 15 gallon lubricant drums – no need to transfer lubricant to a separate tank
Mobile Cart makes filling rollers, idlers and other lubricating tasks possible
Strap heater keeps the lubricant at constant viscosity
***Optional metering handle is available for precise filling***

